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1966 Mopar B-Body Rear Bumper Filler Premium quality rear bumper filler seal. Manufactured in rubber
to original specifications  for an original fit and appearance. Made
in USA

CRICML4242 75.58

1966-1967 Bumper Filler Seal (Rear) Factory-style replacement rear bumper filler seal for 1966-67
Charger models. Installs between the bumper and body.
Designed to factory specifications, each filler seal will replace the
original both visually and functionally for an exact replacement.
Sold individually.

CRICMB2182 75.58

1966-1970 Bumper Guard Cushions - PR These replacement bumper guard cushions are designed to
replace your dried out or missing rubber bumperettes to return
your Mopar to showroom condition
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMB2183 92.38

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1974 Mopar Bumper Bolts - Ea Premium quality replacement bumper bolt for various 1966-74
Mopar models. This stainless bolt is used on both the front and
rear and feature the correct style head. Each bolt includes a Hex
nut.
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMN1701 3.34

1967 Bumper Guards (Front) - PR Replacement front bumper guards for 1967 Charger and Coronet
models. Feature correct chrome finish and mount the same way
as the originals. Bumper cushions are included.

CRICMB1869 230.14

1967 Bumper Guards (Rear) - PR Replacement rear bumper guards for 1967 Charger and Coronet
models. Feature correct chrome finish and mount the same way
as the originals. Bumper cushions are included.

COICMB1870 230.14

1968-1969 Bumper Bracket (Front Center Brace) Factory-style replacement front bumper center brace for 1968-69
Dodge Charger models. This brace helps support the front
bumper. This is the center brace only, "Y" brackets and small
corner stabilizer brackets are sold separately.

CRICMM1052 167.98

1968-1969 Bumper Bracket (Front Stabilizer Brackets) - PR Pair of factory-style replacement front bumper small corner
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CRICMM1077 58.78



stabilizer brackets for 1968-69 Charger models. These braces
help support the front bumper. This is a pair of replacement small
corner stabilizer brackets only, "Y" brackets and center brace
sold separately.

1968-1969 Bumper Bracket Set Replacement front and rear bumper bracket set for 1968-69
Charger models. These factory-style replacements mount the
bumper to the frame. Each set includes all necessary brackets for
mounting the front and rear bumper and includes front stabilizer
brackets. This is a complete 9-piece set.

CRICMM1070 571.18

1968-1969 Bumper Bracket Set (Front Main) Factory-style replacement front bumper bracket set for 1968-69
Charger models. Also called front "Y" brackets, these help mount
the bumper to the frame. This set includes all "Y" brackets
however, corner stabilizers are sold separately.

CRICMM1051 302.38

1968-1969 Bumper Guards (Front) - PR Factory-style replacement front bumper guards for 1968-69
Charger models. Enhance the appearance of your Charger by
removing your pitted or damaged originals and installing these
beautiful chrome-plated factory-style replacement bumper
guards. Manufactured to factory specifications, each guard
features all correct mounting points and beautiful bright chrome
finish to replace the original in both appearance and function.
Sold as a pair.

CRICMM1142 285.58

1968-1969 Premium Quality Front Bumper (inc Bumperettes) Our premium quality bumpers are made from heavy gauge steel
and feature an OE quality chrome finish. Made on our own tools,
our bumpers are precision designed and stamped creating a
product that looks great and fits even better!. Installation is fast
and easy as all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing
OE bumper brackets and hardware.

CRAM100-2668 1055.98

1968-1970 Bumper Bracket Set (Rear) Factory style replacement rear bumper bracket set for 1968-70
Charger models. Designed to factory specifications, these all new
bumper brackets will replace the originals exactly. These
brackets mount the bumper to the frame. This complete set
includes all brackets required to mount the rear bumper.

CRICMM1061 268.78

1968-1970 Bumper Guards (Rear) - PR Factory-style replacement rear bumper guards for 1968-70
Charger models. Enhance the appearance of your Charger by
removing your pitted or damaged originals and installing these
beautiful chrome-plated factory-style replacement bumper
guards. Manufactured to factory specifications, each guard
features all correct mounting points and beautiful bright chrome
finish to replace the original in both appearance and function.
Sold as a pair.

CRICMM1132 268.78

1968-1970 Charger Rear Bumper w/Bumperettes (Premium
Quality)

Premium reproduction chrome rear back bumper for 1968-1970
Dodge Charger. Stamped from high quality OE gauge steel on
exclusive new tools. Each premium bumper features the correct
shape, size, bends, holes, curves and bright chrome finish, like
original. Hardware sold seperately.NOTE: Over sized packaging
may result in additional shipping charges. Shipping charges will
be advised before shipping.

CRAM990-2668-1 1055.98
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1968-1970 Rear Bumper Guard Brackets / Frame Braces /
Exhaust Hangers - PR

CRAM981-2668-P 307.18

1970 Premium Quality Front Bumper Our premium quality bumpers are made from heavy gauge steel
and feature an OE quality chrome finish. Made on our own tools,
our bumpers are precision designed and stamped creating a
product that looks great and fits even better!. Installation is fast
and easy as all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing
OE bumper brackets and hardware.

CRAM100-2670 1151.98

1971 Premium Quality Front Bumper Our premium quality bumpers are made from heavy gauge steel
and feature an OE quality chrome finish. Made on our own tools,
our bumpers are precision designed and stamped creating a
product that looks great and fits even better!. Installation is fast
and easy as all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing
OE bumper brackets and hardware.NOTE: Some late production
71 models have a different style jack with a hook that fits into a
slot in the bumper.  If you need this version order the 72 model
as it is the same as the 71 bumper but has a jack slot.

CRAM100-2671 1151.98

1971 Premium Quality Rear Bumper Our premium quality bumpers are made from heavy gauge steel
and feature an OE quality chrome finish. Made on our own tools,
our bumpers are precision designed and stamped creating a
product that looks great and fits even better!. Installation is fast
and easy as all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing
OE bumper brackets and hardware.NOTE: Some late production
71 models have a different style jack with a hook that fits into a
slot in the bumper.  If you need this version order the 72 model
as it is the same as the 71 bumper but has a jack slot.

CRAM990-2671 1151.98

1971-1972 Charger License Lamp Bumper Filler Premium quality reproduction license lamp bumper filler with
correct shape and mounting holes

CRICMP6524 8.38

1972 Premium Quality Front Bumper Our premium quality bumpers are made from heavy gauge steel
and feature an OE quality chrome finish. Made on our own tools,
our bumpers are precision designed and stamped creating a
product that looks great and fits even better!. Installation is fast
and easy as all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing
OE bumper brackets and hardware.

CRAM100-2672 1151.98

1972 Premium Quality Rear Bumper Our premium quality bumpers are made from heavy gauge steel
and feature an OE quality chrome finish. Made on our own tools,
our bumpers are precision designed and stamped creating a
product that looks great and fits even better!. Installation is fast
and easy as all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing
OE bumper brackets and hardware.

CRAM990-2672 1151.98

1973-1974 Charger Front Bumper  - Ea Chrome OE Style Front Bumper - 73-74 Dodge Charger.Bumpers
are made from heavy gauge steel and feature OE quality chrome
finish. All parts feature, depending on application, correct holes
for turn signals or back-up lamps. Installation is fast and easy as
all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing OE bumper
brackets and hardware.

CRAM100-2673 1151.98
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1973-1974 Rear Bumper Made from heavy gauge steel and feature OE quality chrome
finish. All parts feature, depending on application, correct holes
for turn signals or back-up lamps. Installation is fast and easy as
all parts are designed to be a direct bolt-on utilizing OE bumper
brackets and hardware.Shipped oversized, additional shipping
charges may apply

CRAM990-2673 1151.98

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Charger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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